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About Ironbark Sustainability
Ironbark is a specialist service provider for local government and business in sustainability
strategy, assessment and asset management.
Ironbark has been operating since 2005 and brings together over 30 years of technical and
financial analysis, maintenance and implementation experience in the areas of energy & water
auditing, and public lighting technologies and management.
Ironbark provides public lighting support nationally around technology advice and approvals,
business cases and projects. Ironbark delivers on a daily basis strategic and specific advice and
support for the establishment of effective environmental management systems for government
and business clients. We pride ourselves on supporting our clients create real action to manage
their operations more sustainably.
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Executive Summary
Since 2001, Mitchell Shire Council has implemented a number of projects that have achieved
direct and indirect greenhouse gas emission and water reductions. These include participation in
the Cities for Climate Protection (CCP) campaign, energy audits and retrofits of council facilities,
installation of water tanks at council facilities and the highly successful Sustainable Communities
program.
This strategy is the culmination of a decade’s work and pulls together Council’s strategic
documents around climate change and water management into one key strategy.
This document contains thirteen high-priority actions to focus Council’s human and financial
resources on areas where we can make the biggest impact and most positive change. It directs
our attention to areas where Council can reduce greenhouse emissions and water usage to save
money on the consumption of electricity, gas and water.
Council is committed to energy and water reduction goals to ensure accountability and
demonstrate leadership. After careful analysis of baseline data and investigation into high-priority
sustainability actions, council has committed to:
•
•

Reducing corporate greenhouse emissions by 20% on 2009-2010 levels by 2020-2021.
Reducing corporate water usage by 20% on 2009-2010 levels by 2020-2021

Mitchell Shire is confident that these goals can be met through major actions, such as
improvements to streetlighting and building efficiency actions, which have the potential to reduce
emissions by 2000 tonnes a year.
Council has decided to continue work in supporting the community to reduce their greenhouse
emissions; however, to commit to specific targets would imply that the emissions produced
across the broader community would be accurately measureable by Council. To undertake such
research into community emissions is extremely resource intensive for a limited benefit. It is the
position of Mitchell Shire that the resources allocated would be better invested into community
programs to influence emission levels.
Mitchell Shire faces large population growth over the coming years, with an overall increase of
around 60% expected by 2026. This means an increase in service provision and energy use,
resulting in a forecast increase in greenhouse emissions if Mitchell continues “business as usual”
without implementing substantial actions to reduce emissions. It also highlights the potential
increase in carbon liability faced by the Shire, especially in regards to increased energy costs and
the importance of reducing that liability to Council and ratepayers.
Council recognises that reducing greenhouse emissions will involve significant up-front costs. For
some of these Council will target external funding (for example, Federal and State assistance for
streetlighting retrofits). For others, Council must find the costs internally. Some of these costs are
substantial, and some are minor or involve internal process changes. Council also recognises
that all of them will lead to long-term financial savings.
Council is aware of the latest science. We know we have to demonstrate leadership in our
community and make a difference through our actions. Most importantly, we know we have to
move fast. By implementing this Sustainable Resource Management Strategy and integrating
smart and sustainable practices into our systems and operations, we will ensure that Council
reduces our future carbon liability, as well as energy and water costs, through decreased
consumption.
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Mitchell Shire Council fully endorses and supports this strategy and the key actions listed within it.
Both Councilors and employees look forward to Mitchell playing a leading role over the coming
years and towards 2020 with the support of the strong local communities of the region.
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Vision
From the orchids of Old Sydney Road, Wallan to the magnificent River Red Gums of the
Goulburn River, Mitchell Shire has valuable natural resources that need to be protected now and
into the future, so they can be enjoyed by future generations.
Local Government has an important role to play in environmental management. It is ideally
situated to have a direct impact on climate change through the controls over strategic land use
planning, environmental health, infrastructure development, facilitating community involvement
and education, local laws, providing financial incentives for good land management and as a
landholder.
Mitchell Shire has taken action through many local and international programs and is committed
to incorporating best environmental practices into the everyday management of the Council and
its programs. The impacts of climate change and water scarcity will impact heavily on Council’s
policies and ability to operate effectively and meet the needs of the community into the future.
Climate change is an issue that affects many aspects of our everyday lives and must be
addressed at every level of government, in particular local government. In Australia, local
governments are able to directly influence up to 50% of all greenhouse gas emissions by
undertaking energy efficiency and greenhouse abatement projects, and by supporting the
community to do the same.
Climate change is already affecting communities around the world, through such things as rising
sea levels and extreme weather events. Scientists have been warning and predicting for years
that an overall increase in average global temperatures will lead to more frequent and more
severe extreme weather events. For example, warmer sea surface temperatures (and hence
more water vapour in the air) in our oceans will contribute to more severe floods in Australia,
while higher average temperatures in summer will result in more severe bushfires.
After years of prolonged drought, we are very aware that we need to be more efficient with our
water use to support a growing population. It is critical that we continue to build on the great work
of the community in reducing water usage.
Mitchell will lead by example – reducing greenhouse gas emissions and water use through
internal operations. Council will also continue to engage and support the community to
improve energy and water efficiency.
Council considers the financial implications of reducing greenhouse gas emissions and water use
to be a top priority. Reducing energy and water costs from internal operations will reduce the
burden on ratepayers and this is a key component to the overall business case for action on
sustainable resource management.
The implementation of the Sustainable Resource Management Strategy will ensure that the
increase in emissions and water use that would normally be expected with significant urban
growth, such as Mitchell Shire Council is currently facing, will be managed.
Success in attaining these goals will only be achieved with the support of our community. When
combined globally, the efforts of local government and their communities can make a significant
difference in the fight against climate change.
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Introduction
Mitchell Shire is located in the heart of Victoria, less than an hour north of Melbourne and covers
a total area of 2864 sq km. It incorporates the townships of Wallan, Kilmore, Broadford,
Beveridge, Wandong, Heathcote Junction, Pyalong, Tallarook, Seymour, Puckapunyal and
Tooborac.
The estimated population of Mitchell Shire in 2008 was 33,374 persons. This is expected to
escalate substantially in the southern end of the shire, with the increase of prospective
subdivisions due to the Craigieburn Bypass and the expansion of the urban growth boundary.
According to State Government projections (Victoria in Future 2008, adjusted for recent
population movements), the population of Mitchell Shire is forecast to increase from 34,390
persons to 54,640 persons over the period 2009 to 2026. This represents population growth of
+20,250 persons (or average growth of 2.8% pa) of which 19,540 persons or a very significant
96% of growth will be accommodated in Mitchell South (average growth of +3.7% pa), and only
+710 persons representing 4% of growth will be accommodated in Mitchell North (average growth
of +0.4% pa). Wallan, located in the south of the shire, is the fastest growing and second biggest
town less than one hour commute from the Melbourne Central Business District. Beveridge is
located within the Urban Growth Boundary and is expected to experience significant growth.
Most areas within Mitchell have a relatively young population, with a large number of residents
under 14 years of age and a corresponding above average population in the 35-44 years age
range. This is skewed due to the military population of Puckapunyal.
The intersection of the Goulburn Valley Hwy and Hume Freeway is at Seymour, with these roads
supporting over 9 million vehicle movements a year.
Agricultural industry in the region comprises mainly of viticulture, livestock production with the
focus on beef, lamb and wool, egg production and some cropping.

Regional context
Mitchell Shire can be described as peri-urban adjoining the metropolitan municipalities of Hume
and Whittlesea in the south. The neighbouring Council to the west is the Macedon Ranges Shire,
and a small boundary is shared with Mt Alexander Shire. To the North West Mitchell abuts The
City of Greater Bendigo. To the north, the Puckapunyal Defence Base is located within the
boundaries of the shire, whilst our neighbouring shire to the north is Strathbogie and to the east is
Murrindindi.

Legislation and Regulation
While there has been some fluctuations throughout 2010 and 2011 surrounding Federal and
Victorian State government policy on climate change, it is worth remembering that both the
Federal Government and opposition support action on climate change and there is consensus on
a range of policy issues such as the Renewable Energy Target (RET) to increase the share of
renewable energy generation to 20% by 2010.
There is disagreement around areas of water management (for example, the Murray-Darling
Basin Authority’s Guide to the Basin Plan) and emissions trading. In spite of this, the policy of
both the Federal and State Governments and relative oppositions is in line with consensus view
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that human-induced climate change is real and the impact of humans is affecting the climate
through the production of greenhouse gases.
The following legislation and frameworks are relevant to the Sustainable Resource Management
Strategy:
National Greenhouse and Energy Reporting Act 2007 (the NGER Act)
The National Greenhouse and Energy Reporting Act 2007 (the NGER Act) introduces a national
framework for the reporting and dissemination of information about greenhouse gas emissions,
greenhouse gas projects, and energy use and production of corporations. Currently Mitchell Shire
does not exceed the threshold of energy or water use for mandatory reporting, however this may
change if legislation reduces the consumption thresholds. NGERs will likely form the basis of
future reporting frameworks.

Renewable Energy Target (RET)
The Australian Renewable Energy Target (RET) has been established to encourage additional
generation of electricity from renewable energy sources. The scheme places a legal liability on
wholesale electricity retailers to proportionally purchase 45,000 gigawatt hours (GWh) of
renewable energy per year by 2020 and sets the framework for both the supply and demand of
renewable energy certificates (RECs) via a REC market.

Emissions Trading Scheme
An Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS) is an administrative approach used by a government to
achieve reductions in greenhouse emissions, generally by putting a national or state “cap” on
emissions and forcing major emitters to purchase permits to pollute. In April 2010 it was
announced that the Federal Government’s proposed ETS, the Carbon Pollution Reduction
Scheme (CPRS) would be delayed. As of June 2011 the Federal Government is planning for a
carbon tax which will be phased out to an ETS. There have been many changes from each side
of Federal politics in regards to a scheme, however, most industry experts suggest that some
form of emissions trading scheme is inevitable before 2020.

Victorian Energy Efficiency Target (VEET)
The Victorian Energy Efficiency Target (VEET) is a legislative requirement placed on energy
retailers through the Victorian Energy Efficiency Target Act 2007. Energy Saver Incentive is the
public name for one of the first mandatory energy efficiency target schemes in Australia. VEET
sets a target for energy savings in the residential sector, and requires energy retailers to meet
their own targets through energy efficiency activities, such as providing households with energy
saving products and services at no cost or reduced cost. It will play an important role in achieving
the Victorian Government’s targets of reducing Victoria’s overall emissions to 60 per cent below
the level it was in 2000 by 2050. The scheme commenced on 1 January 2009 and is
administered by the Essential Services Commission. There have been calls to extend VEET to
include businesses, extra technologies, including local government street lighting.

Victorian Feed-in-Tariff
Feed-in tariffs are payments per kilowatt-hour for electricity generated by a renewable resource.
Whenever feed-in tariffs are explored in Australia, the discussion inevitably turns to whether the
scheme is a net or gross feed-in tariff. The terms “net” and “gross” refer to the way the renewable
electricity system is wired up to the grid and how the electricity flow is metered. In the case of
gross feed-in tariffs, all of the electricity generated by the renewable energy generator is
independently measured and exported to the grid, whereas under a net system, only the excess
after in-home consumption is exported to the grid. Victoria has two programs that allow
consumers to be credited for renewable electricity they feed into the state’s grid – a premium
feed-in tariff for solar and standard feed-in tariff for other small-scale renewable energy systems.
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Currently, Victoria’s standard feed-in tariff is available to households, community organisations
and small businesses generating up to 100 kilowatts of clean electricity from wind, solar, hydro
and biomass sources.

Victorian Desalination Plant
The Victorian Desalination Plant is a water desalination plant currently under construction on the
Bass Coast near Wonthaggi. It is scheduled to be completed by the end of 2011. When
completed, the plant will be an integral part of Victoria's water system, supplying water via a
series of existing and proposed pipelines. It will be the largest desalination plant in Australia,
supplying 150 billion litres of water a year to Melbourne, Geelong and some regional
communities. While there has been debate over the process around construction of the plant,
both the former State government and new Baillieu government support the overall project.

Water Restrictions
As a result of ongoing drought, climate change and record low water storage levels, various water
restrictions have been in place throughout Victoria, including the heavily promoted “Target 155”
campaign. The “Target 155 campaign” aims to encourage Melbournians to limit their personal
water consumption to less than 155 litres per person per day. Restrictions have been successful
in reducing water consumption throughout Victoria, including in Mitchell.

North-South Pipeline (Sugarloaf Pipeline)
Many of Victoria’s water systems are already connected through a grid of rivers, channels, pipes
and storages. The Victorian Water Grid further links our water systems across the State by
building new connections and pipelines. This allows water to be moved around Victoria to where
it is needed most and reduces the impact of localised droughts in this era of climate change.
Work on expanding the Victorian Water Grid is already well advanced, with the Wimmera Mallee
Pipeline, the Sugarloaf Pipeline, the Goldfields Superpipe and Northern Mallee Pipeline already
completed. The new Baillieu government has indicated it will close the North-South Pipeline,
however it may be used in critical situations. Other state policies such as support for irrigation
infrastructure renewal are also being introduced.

Murray-Darling Basin Authority (MDBA) Basin Plan
The Murray-Darling Basin Authority (MDBA) has prepared the Basin Plan, as required by the
Water Act 2007. It will provide a framework for setting environmentally sustainable limits (known
as sustainable diversion limits) on the amount of surface water and groundwater that can be
taken from the Basin. These limits will be set based on the best available scientific knowledge
and socio-economic analysis and cultural information. The Plan will go a long way to determining
water policy in Australia’s southeast and has been released for extensive consultation throughout
2010, initially to widespread community division.

Energy and Water Price Rises
The Mitchell Shire Sustainable Resource Management Strategy sits in the context of some acute
financial implications of energy and water price rises.
Maintenance to the electricity grid, which was earlier in 2010 approved by the Australian Energy
Regulator will cost around $47 billion over the next five years on electricity transmission (highvoltage power lines from power generators to retailers) and distribution (supplying power from
retailers to homes and businesses). This is the country’s biggest single-ticket infrastructure item –
larger than the national broadband network. It is worth noting that these maintenance costs
generally represent about 40% of the average electricity bill. Various state governments have
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recently approved electricity price rise ranging from 15 to 40% and we can expect this to
continue. These electricity prices rises are totally independent of any carbon price.
In the area of water prices, the former Water Minister Tim Holding confirmed in September 2010
that construction of the Desalinisation Plant in Wonthaggi will eventually cost nearly $6 billion and
taxpayers will pay around $16billion to the Aquasure Consortium to operate and maintain the
plant for 28 years. Water bills for Melbourne households will almost double over the next five
years and water price plans released by the Essential Services Commission last year showed
water providers will charge between 87 per cent and 96 per cent more for water.
The way Council manages its energy and water will have major social, environmental and
financial impacts in the future.

Climate Change, Water and Science Updates.
Climate change is the preeminent environmental issue of our time. By focusing on reducing our
emissions we can contribute to the solution by reducing the amount of greenhouse gases are
released into the atmosphere – the main cause of anthropological (human induced) climate
change.
Climate Change (the enhanced or anthropological greenhouse effect)
Greenhouse gases are a natural part of the atmosphere, trapping and re-radiating energy from
the Earth’s surface. The natural greenhouse effect maintains a surface temperature that can
support life. The main greenhouse gases are water vapour, carbon dioxide (CO2), methane,
nitrous oxide, halocarbons and tropospheric ozone. Greenhouse gas concentrations (excluding
water vapour) often are expressed as a carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2-e).
Since the Industrial Revolution (about 1750), global carbon dioxide (CO2) concentration has risen
37 per cent, methane 150 per cent and nitrous oxide 18 per cent. The increase in CO2
concentration is primarily due to fossil fuel use and land-use change, while increases in methane
and nitrous oxide are primarily due to agriculture.
The CO2 concentration in 2008 of 383 parts per million (ppm) is much higher than the natural
range of 172 to 300 ppm that has existed for the past 800,000 years.
There is overwhelming evidence for human-made global warming. The Fourth Assessment
Report of the United Nation’s Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) in 2007, states
that global warming is “unequivocal” and that “most of the observed increase in globally-averaged
temperatures since the mid-20th century is very likely due to the observed increase in
greenhouse gas concentrations”.
The Report provides a rigorous assessment of the published and peer-reviewed research on
climate change and was compiled by 1,250 expert authors from over 130 countries. It is based on
a range of scientific evidence for climate change including observed increases in global average
air and ocean temperatures, widespread melting of snow and ice, and rising global average sea
level.
The physical and chemical processes involved are well understood and documented and all IPCC
reports are subject to extensive expert and government review. The role of governments in the
review process is to assist in ensuring the reports comprehensively cover scientific sources and
are relevant to the needs of decision makers.
In March 2010, the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO),
Australia’s peak scientific body, and the Bureau of Meteorology took the rare step of releasing a
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joint statement about the state of the climate. Australia’s two lead climate science agencies
produced a snapshot of the state of the climate to update Australians about how their climate has
changed and what it means, showing that we were in for more extremely hot days, fewer cold
ones wetter weather in the north and drier weather in the south. Bureau of Meteorology Director
Dr Greg Ayers said the observed changes showed climate change was real.

Impacts
Since the middle of the 20th century, Australian temperatures have, on average, risen by about
1°C with an increase in the frequency of heat waves and a decrease in the numbers of frosts and
cold days. Rainfall patterns have also changed - the northwest has seen an increase in rainfall
over the last 50 years while much of eastern Australia and the far southwest have experienced a
decline.
About half of the rainfall decline in south-western Australia since the 1950s is likely to be due to
increases in greenhouse gases. The intensification of the Sub-Tropical Ridge (a ridge of high
pressure over southern Australia) is associated with about 70 per cent of the recent rainfall
decline in south-eastern Australia, and this is highly likely to be linked to global warming.
Evidence of human influence also has been detected in ocean warming, sea-level rise,
continental-average temperatures, temperature extremes and wind patterns. This conclusion is
consistent with the observed melting of glaciers and ice sheets.
In Australia, research from the CSIRO and the Bureau of Meteorology has demonstrated that
changes already observed include:
•
•
•

Highly variable rainfall across the country, with substantial increases in rainfall in northern
and central parts of Australia, as well as significant decreases across much of southern
and eastern Australia.
Rapidly rising sea levels from 1993 to 2009, with levels around Australia rising, between
1.5cm and 3cm per decade in Australia’s south and east and between 7cm and 9cm in
the country’s north.
About half of the observed reduction in winter rainfall in south-west Western Australia can
be explained by higher greenhouse gas levels.

Water
Climate change is not just about rising temperatures. The science indicates that the climate will
be altered in many other ways. For example, there will be changes in rainfall patterns and ocean
currents, changes to the intensity and frequency of extreme events such as storms, droughts and
floods, rising global sea level and ocean acidification.
Water is one of our most important natural resources, yet it is one of our most dependant
resources. With Australia being the most arid continent in the world it can only provide a limited
amount of freshwater.
Improving the management of our waterways and water usage is one of the greatest
conservation challenges Victoria is facing, especially given that some regions are in their tenth
year of drought.
A CSIRO study predicts that Victoria will only get hotter. By 2030, Victoria’s annual average
temperatures are expected to be 0.3 and 1.6°C higher than 1990 levels, while by 2070
temperatures are expected to be between 0.8 and 5.0°C higher (CSIRO 2001). This means that
there will be more hot days and therefore the state will become drier. The implication is that there
will be less water.
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Higher temperatures and less rainfall will lead to less water available over much of Victoria within
the next 30-70 years. In other words, water is likely to become scarcer, placing greater pressure
on our already stressed river systems.
Peak Oil
There is strong community awareness, action and political awareness of climate change however
the issue and impacts of peak oil is less well known. “Peak oil” is the term used to describe the
point in time at which the worldwide production of crude oil extraction will be maximised. After
reaching this point, removing the remaining oil becomes technically challenging, increasingly
energy intensive and less economically viable. It is inevitable that production will peak at some
point, however it is uncertain when that point will be reached.
Our communities rely heavily on fossil fuels. For the last century the industrial world has been
designed around oil and the availability and price of oil affects almost every aspect of our
economy and our day-to-day lives: the way we travel, where we work, what we eat, how we
power our homes and buildings; and how we manufacture and distribute goods. Planning is
required to ensure communities can adapt to the challenges that peak oil will bring.
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Background and Methodology
Background
The Mitchell Shire Sustainable Resource Management Strategy integrates the Mitchell Shire
Greenhouse Gas Reduction Strategy (2005) and the Sustainable Water Use Plan (2005). The
development of this strategy has incorporated a review of these strategies and an update of each
section, as well as a change in methodology to focus on a smaller number of key high-priority
actions.
The Sustainable Resource Management Strategy is directly and specifically supported by the
2009/2013 Council Plan. A key objective of this plan is to “work with the community to protect and
enhance our natural and built environment for current and future generations.”
Specific Council Plan objectives around Climate Change include:
• “Continue to investigate cleaner technologies to mitigate greenhouse gas emissions and
improve air quality”
• “Encourage efficient use of water and energy at all Council facilities”
• “Implement the priorities of the Greenhouse Gas Reduction Strategy and Sustainable
Water Use Plan within budget allocation”
Specific objectives relating to water use include:
• “Effective and efficient management of water resources”,
• “Encourage efficient use of water and energy at all Council facilities”,
• “Implement the priorities of the Greenhouse Gas Reduction Strategy and Sustainable
Water Use Plan within budget allocation”

Current and Previous Activities
Mitchell Shire has been active in its greenhouse gas mitigation work, adaptation and water
reduction. This was most notable in our involvement in the ICLEI Cities for Climate Protection
Program, in which Mitchell became a CCP Plus member. Some key achievements over that time
included:
•

In September 2008, Mitchell Shire had the opportunity to become involved in the ICLEI
Energy and Emissions Data Management Project. A pilot project, Mitchell Shire was one
of ten councils from across Australia who participated. This project came at the right time
for Mitchell, giving an avenue to investigate the range of possible data management
techniques and systems that would best suit council and to confer with other Councils
who are experiencing similar requirements.

•

In 2005 Mitchell Shire developed the Sustainable Water Use Plan (SWUP) to address
Council’s water consumption by identifying where Council uses water, how much water is
used and to implement the actions outlined in the Plan to reduce water consumption.
Council has undertaken many water saving projects including water tank installation, use
of low water use plants in landscaping and drought resistant turf.

Council also has a number of other plans, strategies and policies supporting our commitment to
carbon emissions abatement, some of which are listed below:
•
•

Mitchell Shire Greenhouse Gas Reduction Strategy
Mitchell Shire Waste minimisation and management strategy
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•
•
•
•
•

Mitchell Shire Purchasing policy – Eco Buy and Waste Wise
Mitchell Shire Recreation and Open Space Strategy
Mitchell Shire Economic Development Planning Strategy
Mitchell Shire Environment Strategy
Mitchell Shire Land Management Policy

Council is currently addressing greenhouse gas and water reduction through a number of
avenues, including direct action within council facilities such as de-lamping, using recycled
materials (eg, carpet tiles) and installing energy and water efficient appliances. Council has
installed water tanks on all new community buildings to save water, as well as using drought
effective turf in playing field renovations.
Council is also member of green purchasing organisation Eco-buy and has been successfully
assisting and engaging with the Mitchell and Strathbogie region through the Sustainable
Communities program.
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Inventory and Forecast
Corporate Greenhouse Emissions
Corporate emissions analysis is broken down into four sectors that cover all Council operations
for the financial year 2009-2010. These include:
•
•
•
•

Energy – emissions resulting from the energy use (electricity and gas) of Council owned
or operated buildings.
Streetlights - emissions resulting from electricity used for streetlights, park lights and
traffic signals.
Vehicle Fleet - emissions resulting from fuel use in Council operated vehicles and
machinery.
Waste - emissions resulting from the breakdown of all organic waste originating from
Council activities and operations (organic waste breaks down to produce methane).

Table 1: Mitchell Shire Council Corporate Emissions
Sector
Total Emissions
Contribution
Energy
3382
50.1%
Streetlighting
2005
29.7%
Fleet
1355
20.1%
Waste
2
0.0%
Total
6744
100.0%
Key Corporate Results:
The data available assists Council in determining areas to target for greenhouse gas reduction. A
logical approach is to start with those areas where there is potential for significant greenhouse
reduction at a relatively low cost – primarily street lighting and large council facilities. This has
been reflected in the development of this strategy.
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Council engages in a third party to provide up-to-date and accurate energy and greenhouse data.
This is done primarily through the collection and analysis of energy and fleet billing data. There
are currently gaps in the availability of data, including estimations where billing data is not
available and issues around reconciling facility consumption data with meters and bills.
The nature of Council’s greenhouse gas emissions profile (for example a few large sites
responsible for the majority of energy emissions) means that the macro (or total emissions) data
can be considered to be reasonably accurate. However micro data, for example for individual
facilities, is more problematic.
Council is seeking to rectify this throughout 2011 through internal analysis of billing data, however
in the meantime the data included in this strategy can be viewed as a valuable guide.

Corporate Forecast and Target:
The following forecast is based on average population growth of 2.8% per year from 2009 to 2026
and steady growth from year to year. This is very valuable in providing a guide for future
population, energy use and emissions increase but should only be used as a guide.
This forecast will be impacted by factors such as year-to-year population increases (as opposed
to an average growth over 2009-2026), the development of major council facilities (such as
swimming pools or leisure centres) and the level of energy efficiency incorporated in new
developments (for example, whether efficient street lights are mandated for new developments –
see Action 3, “Sustainable Public Lighting Guidelines”).
Based on the target of a 20% reduction on 2009-2010 levels by 2020-2021, Council will have to
reduce its total emissions to 5395.
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Community Greenhouse Emissions
Community emissions analysis is broken down into six sectors:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Residential - emissions resulting from household energy use
Commercial - emissions resulting from commercial operations, including government and
institutional activity (schools, hospitals, etc.) as well as commercial and personal services
(retail, finance, business services, etc).
Industrial - emissions resulting from energy in local industry operations, including
manufacturing, mining and construction.
Transport - emissions resulting from fuel use associated with the movement of goods and
people within the municipality.
Waste - emissions resulting from the breakdown of waste originating from the Community
(organic waste breaks down to produce methane).
Agriculture – emissions resulting from agricultural practices and systems, including
improved pasture and crops, nitrogen excretion, synthetic fertilisers and animal wastes.

Obtaining current information about community greenhouse gas emissions is a difficult task and
would require considerable investment. The accuracy of the information would be questionable
and the benefit, limited.
This gap is primarily due to the lack of robust working agreements between local governments,
state government, energy retail and distribution companies, households and businesses.
Community greenhouse data has traditionally been provided through the Cities for Climate
Protection (CCP) program, who analysed census data to develop community estimations. CCP’s
funding ceased in 2009 however with the 2011 census coming up it is possible that other
organisations will provide this service when results become available.
The figures below are the figures included in our previous Greenhouse Gas Reduction Strategy
and were provided as a part of our participation in the Cities for Climate Protection program.
Although dated, they will give a snapshot of our local emissions trends in 1996.
Table 2: Mitchell Shire Council Community Emissions
Sector
Total Emissions
% Contribution
Residential
96,436
18%
Commercial
45,319
9%
Industrial
120,316
22%
Transport
92,316
17%
Waste
37,082
7%
Agriculture
147,565
27%
Total
539,034
100%
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Additional data is also available from the Victorian Government Department of Sustainability and
Environment (DSE). The DSE compiled data from Victorian electricity and gas distributors to
provide an overview of residential energy consumption for each of Victorian council. It is being
included in this strategy because while limited to the residential sector it is valuable information.
The methodology transforms postcode-level source data provided by the Victorian energy
distributors into consumption benchmarks for Local Government Areas, enabling changes in both
the volume and share of energy consumption on a regional basis to be analysed.
The publication draws on information provided freely by individuals, businesses, governments
and other organisations, including Electricity and Gas Distribution Businesses. Population and
household data are sourced from the Australian Bureau of Statistics and the Victorian
Department of Planning and Community Development.
The method addresses data issues which would otherwise give rise to erroneous interpretations
of perceived growth or decline in consumption if left unaddressed. The approach allows users to
focus on “real” change in patterns of energy consumption, both historically and for the future.
However, it must be noted that the methodology is experimental and, as such, caution should be
exercised in the use of these statistics. The DSE will be looking to formalise partnerships with
electricity and gas distributors in the future to supply the Victorian Government with on-going
access to the raw energy data.
According to the DSE data, for the average household in Mitchell, combined electricity and gas
energy use is generally going down, electricity use is going up, and gas use is going down.
Energy use will be higher or lower dependent on a number of factors such as local climatic
conditions, house size, the number of residents living in each house and income level.
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Table 3: Household Energy Use Data from the DSE:
STATISTICAL LOCAL AREA
2004

2005

2006

2007

Electricity Consumption Per Dwelling
(MWH/household)
Mitchell - North
Mitchell - South

6.6
7.7

6.5
7.7

6.8
8.1

6.8
7.9

Gas Consumption Per Customer (GJ)
Mitchell - North
Mitchell - South

38.6
47.7

37.0
46.5

39.5
50.8

34.6
46.0

Total Residential Electricity Consumption
(GWH)
Mitchell - North
Mitchell - South

26,967.9
48,749.8

26,416.4
50,881.7

27,476.0
54,800.2

27,832.4
55,037.6

Total Residential Gas Consumption (GJ)
Mitchell - North
Mitchell - South

157,572.1
301,529.1

150,258.0
306,594.9

159,359.5
343,655.4

140,811.4
320,180.8

Estimated Residential Population
Mitchell - North
Mitchell - South

11,157
19,683

11,100
20,529

11,003
21,037

11,098
21,662

Occupied Private Dwellings
Mitchell - North
Mitchell - South

4,086
6,328

4,066
6,600

4,030
6,763

4,065
6,964

Total Gas Customers
Mitchell - North
Mitchell - South

3,091
4,297

3,101
4,537

3,109
4,720

3,019
4,769

Source: Published by the Victorian Government Department of Sustainability and Environment
Melbourne, July 2009 © The State of Victoria Department of Sustainability and Environment 2009
More information is available from:
• http://www.dse.vic.gov.au/Greenhouse/wcmn302.nsf/childdocs/0CC3BC22387CB40DCA2575BE0002E027F3E43E167941306ECA25764A00029D80?open
• http://www.dse.vic.gov.au/Greenhouse/wcmn302.nsf/LinkView/2282091CC93CCABFCA
25764F00183CB10CC3BC22387CB40DCA2575BE0002E027

Council Water Use
Local governments are characteristically high water consumers in their role as service providers
to the community by managing water utilisation of open spaces, parks, public toilets, swimming
pools, playing fields and administration offices.
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Mitchell Shire Council owns, manages and leases a diverse range of buildings, parks and nature
reserves that all account for varying amounts of potable water. Potable water (drinking water) is
the major source of water consumed in the Shire. Over the period 2000-2005 potable water use
for all properties owned or tenanted by Mitchell Shire totaled 490,716 kilolitres. The total cost of
this to Council in the same period was $202,000 (volume) & $108,000 (service).
Water restrictions introduced in 2002/03 shows Council operations have significantly decreased
its water consumption by nearly 50,000kl or 39.5% the following year. Water use since has
increased marginally from 2003 onwards. This increase may be attributed to Mitchell’s growing
population.
Council has attempted to source water data from a third-party provider however the data is
currently insufficient. Instead, trend data based on consumption data from the years 2002-2003 to
2004-2005 is being used. Council is seeking to rectify this data gap throughout 2011 through
internal analysis of billing data, however in the meantime the data included in this strategy can be
viewed as a valuable guide.
The forecast of water consumption is based on average population growth of 2.8% per year from
2009 to 2026 and steady growth from year to year. This is very valuable in providing a guide for
future population, energy use and emissions increase but should only be used as a guide.
Based on the target of a 20% reduction on 2009-2010 levels by 2020-2021, Council will have to
reduce its total water use to 93,187KL.
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High Priority Actions (1-3 Year Actions from July 2011)
The following are considered high-priority actions that are achievable over a one to three year
timeframe from July 2011. These actions were developed through a workshop conducted on
Friday 8th October 2010 facilitated by Alexi Lynch from Ironbark Sustainability. It was agreed at
the workshop that this strategy should include around ten “high priority actions” that council would
focus on.
A high-priority action satisfies the following criteria:
• Have a clear and large environmental benefit;
• Satisfy basic financial cost benefit analysis;
• Be within council’s financial capacity;
• Be within council’s resource capacity.
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1. Implement Sustainable Public Street Lighting Retrofits
Street lighting represents nearly a quarter of council’s corporate greenhouse gas emissions.
Retrofitting old lighting stock with energy efficient alternatives has the potential for substantial
energy, greenhouse gas and financial savings. Council has recently completed an inventory of its
streetlights and found that there are 2777 streetlights in the Shire, including 2101 80-watt mercury
vapour lamps.
Table 4: Public lighting – Mitchell Shire Inventory as of 30/11/2010
Lamp type
Rating
Powercor
SP
Ausnet
(northwest)
(South
and
east)
CC
Mercury 125W
19
Vapour
CC
Mercury 250W
Vapour
CC
Mercury 80W
2061
Vapour
Compact
32W
6
Fluorescent
HP Sodium
100W
34
HP Sodium
150W
273
HP Sodium
250W
287
HP Sodium
400W
15
T5 Fluor
14W
34
Total
2729

Total

1
40

7

48

Overall total = 2777

In Victoria, it is common for councils to
have a majority of inefficient 80W mercury
vapour lamps. However the alternatives –
most likely twin “T5” 14-watt lamps – use a
lot less energy, last longer and provide
more light output.
This action requires raft of different
processes and skill-sets. It is not just as
simple as just requesting that the lights be
changed to more efficient lights –
otherwise every council would have the
more efficient T5’s throughout Victoria.

The process involves developing a strong and comprehensive business case for a changeover.
This will assist in funding applications, ensuring the right decisions are being made, and clearly
identifies the benefits to council and the community.
Council will also need a lighting specification design (or “design analysis”), which will be required
when negotiating with relevant external stakeholders, especially distribution businesses (DBs).
The lighting specification design outlines how many lights are to be changed, where they are,
how it is to implemented etc.
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The State Government promised funding to local government to retrofit streetlighting during the
election campaign, however this hasn’t been confirmed as of early 2011. The Coalition
government committed $20 million to begin the process of replacing inefficient lighting. More
information is available at http://www.skynews.com.au/topstories/article.aspx?id=541582&vId=
The previous Labour government had indicated there would be a similar program with up to
$500,000 available to councils through the Local Government Climate Communities Program.
This funding would not be available until June 2012. More information is available at:
http://www.thegovmonitor.com/economy/victoria-invests-15-million-for-local-government-climatecommunities-program-40547.html
The Federal Government announced $80 million of funding prior to the last federal election
through its Low Carbon Communities initiative that will potentially assist local councils and
communities to cut pollution and reduce their energy costs through energy efficient upgrades to
street lighting, community facilities and council buildings. Details are yet to be announced, but
information is available at: http://www.alp.org.au/agenda/more---policies/low-carbon-communities/
The state and federal funding will assist in the actual changeover of lights, however before that
step, a business case for a bulk changeover, design analysis and preparation for tendering and
contractual negotiations is the initial priority. This process could take up to one year and would
work well with Council’s budget and planning process as well as the State and Federal funding
timelines.

Stakeholders

Monitoring and
Review
Indicative Costs

Estimated payback

Indicative
Environmental
(GHG/Water) Benefit
Immediate Next Step

Parks and Open Space Development; Infrastructure Unit; Assets
Services (related to roads and engineering); Financial Services Unit;
Environmental Programs; General Manager Engineering and
Infrastructure; Community Development; Community Committees of
Management
Monitoring streetlighting energy costs, savings and greenhouse gas
emissions will be a major component of the data management
framework.
The cost of desktop analysis and report (or business case) would be
around $16,000.
An estimation of the cost for Council to implement the recommendations
(ie. Conduct a bulk change of streetlights) would be around $570,000$620,000.
A retrofit of all streetlights would pay itself back by 2019-2020 if the bulk
change occurred before the end of 2012. An increase in energy prices
would affect this (i.e. a shorter payback period).
Council could expect savings of 640-670 tonnes of greenhouse gas per
year. The exact saving would be determined through the business case.
•
•
•
•

Discuss budget with asset management (street lights are not an
“environmental” asset)
Budget bid for Business Case/specification design
Tender/Request for Quote (RFQ) for works
Implement business case/Specifications (take 2-3 months)
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2. Open Space/Council-controlled Lighting Retrofits
This action involves retrofitting Council controlled outside lighting at sports grounds, parks,
recreational reserves, parking spaces etc. While there is no doubt that the lights currently comply
with relevant Australian safety and lumen standards, there may be potential energy efficiency
improvements that could save council money through energy bills, as well as significant
greenhouse gas reduction benefits.
This is an action where the Shire can make a
statement to the community. Council encourages
residents and businesses to reduce greenhouse
pollution by changing their light globes, yet has an
inefficient lighting stock at many of its own facilities.
There is only one way to find out the possible
benefits of this action and it is to undertake a lighting
inventory audit and assessing the opportunities for
more energy efficient lighting.
Examples at other councils have shown that it is likely that there is the potential for substantial
savings, however an audit and assessment of existing lights must first be completed.
Stakeholders

Monitoring and
Review
Indicative Costs

Estimated payback

Indicative
Environmental
(GHG/Water) Benefit
Immediate Next Step

Parks and Open Space Development; Recreation and Leisure;
Recreation Facilities, Leisure Facilities; Environmental Programs; Asset
Management; Infrastructure Unit. Site users should also be consulted
where appropriate.
Part of the data management framework. Monitoring energy costs and
savings and greenhouse emissions from lights.
For the initial inventory and business case, it depends on the number of
lights and sites. Approximate figure of $18,000 assuming 300-400 lights
are found (estimation based on the size and population of Mitchell). The
cost to implement all recommendations would be around $200,000$250,000.
Payback is typically between 6-10 years if all recommendations are
carried out. Sports fields projects are around a 20 year payback and
typical park lighting can be around 5 year payback. Some can be a
matter of months.
This depends on the number of sites and number of lights, but a
ballpark figure for a Council of Mitchell’s size would be of 350 tonnes
per year.
• Discuss project and budget with relevant stakeholders
• Conduct inventory and assess opportunities for retrofit of lights
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3. Sustainable Public Lighting Guidelines
This action refers to guidelines for new developments. Mitchell Shire may grow dramatically over
the next ten years and there is a lot of current and planned development in the southern end of
the Shire. Council can reduce its future energy liability and greenhouse emissions by
implementing guidelines that specific minimum lighting energy efficiency standards for all new
developments (along with maintenance, compliance specifications etc).
Numerous councils are now ensuring that any new lighting that is a part of a distributioncontrolled area meets strong efficiency standards. It is better to install energy efficient lights as
part of the new development rather than the costly process of retrofitting in the future. If council
has guidelines/tech notes that it can give to developers at the beginning, then energy efficiency
will be incorporated at the start – avoiding the costly mistakes that we now witness with
streetlighting. These guidelines can also be incorporated through Strategic Planning processes.
Council could use industry examples and adapt them, such as the City of Moonee Valley
Sustainable
Public
Lighting
Guidelines,
which
can
be
viewed
at
http://www.mvcc.vic.gov.au/about-the-council/environment/environment-strategies.aspx.
Alternatively, new guidelines could be tailored for Mitchell Shire.

Stakeholders

Monitoring and
Review
Indicative Costs
Estimated payback

Indicative
Environmental
(GHG/Water) Benefit
Immediate Next Step

Strategic Planning; Statutory Planning; Asset Services; Infrastructure
Unit (engineers); Environmental Programs; Other staff or units that deal
with urban design or activity centres.
Ensure every new development has energy efficient lighting
Around $10,000 to develop the guidelines or cheaper if Council adapts
existing guidelines.
Not applicable because it’s for new development. However this action
will reduce council’s future financial liability. The extent depends on size
and scale of new developments. It is worth noting that it can cost $800 a
retrofit for a decorative light so it is important to get the design and
guidelines right. This could mean, for example, $40,000 on a 50-light
sub-division in the future, so it’s important to get it right.
Not applicable because it’s for new development. This action will reduce
future carbon liability. The extent depends on size and scale of new
developments.
• Read other council’s guidelines
• Meet with Strategic Planning, Infrastructure Unit and Assets
Services.
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4. Energy Audit for Kilmore Leisure Centre and Seymour Sports and
Aquatic Centre
The Kilmore Leisure Centre and Seymour Sports and Aquatic Centre produce about 40% of
council's greenhouse emissions. This is council’s largest source of emissions.
Council has tried many ways to reduce the operating budget of these facilities. The Recreation
and Leisure Unit have been successful in implementing a range of actions to reduce energy and
water use in the centres (such as low-flow fittings, single-flush toilets upgraded to dual flush,
lighting changes and staff behaviour change). In addition, the Kilmore Leisure Centre has a
Building Management System (BMS) and there have been recent upgrades to some of the
facility’s plant.

However, there is a concern that some energy efficient implementation measures and new plant
may not have been installed correctly.
An audit should be undertaken to:
• Map major energy zones and potential measures to reduce energy and water use,
• Provide a quality assessment of previously installed changes
The audit should also focus particular attention on the
facility’s Heating, Ventilation Air Conditioning and Cooling
(HVAC) systems, which can often use up to 60% of a
building’s energy use. A comprehensive audit would also
determine if any other actions can be implemented, from
timers to modulating valves on burners to Isopropyl liquid
to reduce evaporation in swimming pools.

There are some key things to keep in mind to ensure an audit is worthwhile. Unfortunately audits
are often delivered but no action is carried out which can be frustrating for those seeking change.
It is critical that council develop a clear scope of works for what it wants. For example, the audit
must have clear and detailed recommendations and cost benefit analysis of each
recommendation. Each recommendation needs to have specific actions – for example, stating “air
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conditioner needs to be changed” is of little help and will require further investigation. More detail
is required such as the type of air conditioner, the specifications, the benefits, how to source the
new plant or parts etc. So then if Council decides to implement such a recommendation it can be
essentially be given straight to an electrician for action.
Stakeholders

Monitoring and
Review
Indicative Costs
Estimated payback

Indicative
Environmental
(GHG/Water) Benefit
Immediate Next Step

Recreational Facilities; Leisure Facilities; Site managers and staff;
Environmental Programs; Building Maintenance (Infrastructure
Unit/Project Management); Assets Services
Part of the data management framework. Monitoring energy
consumption, costs, savings and greenhouse emissions from the
facilities.
$10,000 upwards for two sites.
This depends on the actions that council implements. For example new
Heating, Ventilation Air Conditioning and Cooling (HVAC systems will
have a longer payback period than HVAC optimization. It is likely there
will be recommendations with a payback period of less than 5 years
(commonly actions such as pool or spa blankets, lighting retrofits,
changes to push-button lighting, timers on fans etc).
This again depends on the actions that council implements. For
example, with major HVAC changes council could expect up to 50%
energy savings. Ballpark savings of 20-50% (equivalent to 400-1,000
tonnes of greenhouse emissions a year).
• Engage stakeholders at council related to facilities.
• Discuss the project with the group (why it’s being done, how it’s
being done, any concerns or ideas). This is a critical step to gain
input and ownership.
• Develop a very clear scope of works – for what you want the auditor
to do. Make it clear that council needs comprehensive specifications
so that when audit is complete, actions can be implemented without
outside help.
• Obtain building gas and electricity data from utility companies as it’s
the first thing an auditor will request.
• Once the audit is complete, prioritise actions and build them into
Council’s capital works budget over a one to three year period.
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5. Small and Medium Facilities Ratings and Implementation
Council has approximately sixty-five small to medium sized facilities (under 750m2) and a limited
knowledge of their environmental performance. Obtaining ESD (Ecologically Sustainable
Development) or energy, water and waste ratings of sites would give council the ability to plan,
prioritise, report and track the effectiveness of sustainable buildings policies and programs over
time.
This action involves carrying out sustainability ratings and implementing the following
straightforward sustainability actions that are low-cost and take a short amount of time.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Hot water system pipe insulation
Toilet Water Savers
Flow Control Valves
Lighting Retrofits
o Compact Fluorescent Lamp (CFL) for incandescent replacement
o Halogen replacements to IRC (infrared coating down lights)
o 2xT8 replace with 1xT5 with ballast and reflector

This action could be carried out in one of two ways:
1. Building maintenance staff, who no doubt have
conflicting priorities and time pressures when on site. The
key to this action is developing a great relationship
between Environment and Conservation and building
maintenance staff.
2. Tender works to a consultant who can undertake the
audits and retrofit buildings whilst on site.
The best way forward is to discuss this proposal with
relevant facilities staff to determine how best to move
forward. It may involve training of maintenance staff and a
clear understanding of the objectives (to rate facilitates and
to undertake the 4 simple sustainability improvements.

It could be a good idea to target five to ten number of sites in
the first year to demonstrate that it can be done and to get some
early wins on the board. Depending on the success, it could
then be ramped up in the following years so an accurate rating
of all facilities is developed. A number of other Councils have
implemented a similar program (Moreland and Yarra). It would
be worthwhile to discuss this action with those Councils.
Once the audit data has been obtained, Council can prioritise
actions for implementation and incorporate future actions into
Council’s capital works and building maintenance programs.

It is also important to include a promotion and behaviour change component for each site. This is
so site users understand what is happening and don’t interfere with any new implemented actions
(for example, a site user needs to understand why a toilet is flushing differently or why a tap has a
lower flow, so they don’t remove toilet water savers or flow control valves). Promotional stickers
and posters are valuable for this.
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Stakeholders

Monitoring and
Review

Indicative Costs
Estimated payback

Indicative
Environmental
(GHG/Water) Benefit

Immediate Next Step

Building Maintenance; Assets Services; Recreational Facilities; Leisure
Facilities; Community Services Unit (sites may be maternal and child
health centres, neighbourhood centres, kindergartens etc so they should
be included in the early planning stages); Site operators, managers and
staff (who run individual facilities); Committees of Management (where
applicable) Environmental Programs Unit.
Target the number of sites to be rated and implementation carried out.
Although it is counterintuitive, it is not possible to accurately measure
the energy and cost savings from energy efficiency initiatives by
comparing energy consumption and cost data from before and after a
measure has been undertaken at a facility. This is because there are too
many variables that apply such as changes to a facility’s usage patterns
(e.g. increased occupancy); changes to electricity tariffs and pricing
structures; seasonal and year-to-year variations in air temperature,
cloud cover, and daylight that affect the use and performance of
equipment such as lights and air conditioning; and because the actions
undertaken may account for such a small proportion of total energy use
that any real saving is invisible in the noise of the ordinary variability of
consumption. Despite these limitations, actual energy consumption and
cost data will in many cases give an approximate indication of the
benefit from efficiency measures undertaken.
$3-5,000 for training. Each of the four actions suggested cost between
$15 and $35 per item.
This depends on whether implementation is included, and which actions
are implemented. Some energy efficiency costs are very small or
negligible such as insulation (or “lagging”) on hot water pipes. A recent
council project involving twenty small facilities demonstrated paybacks
of less than two and a half years on actions similar to the four
mentioned above.
This depends on whether implementation is included, and which actions
are implemented. As a guideline, at one particular council where 100
small facilities were recently assessed, the audit recommendations
generated for each site had an accumulated utility savings of around
$155,000 per year, saving around 610 tonnes of greenhouse gas
emissions and 13,800kL of water annually.
Engage maintenance staff and relevant Assets staff to explain
objectives and ask how this could be best carried out. Find out exactly
how relevant staff currently maintain buildings and how council
maintains capital works.
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6. Sustainable Facilitates Management Plan or Policy
This is an action to facilitate systematic change of council’s buildings stock and could incorporate
the “Small and Medium Facilities Ratings and Implementation” action. Whether it is a plan, policy
and/or guidelines, the objective is that all building maintenance upgrades and new building works
are implemented in conjunction with ESD or environmental sustainability principles. This is an
action that could also assist in demonstrating corporate gains.
For example, a policy might be that “all new buildings
after 2015 to be 6 star green star” and “all existing
buildings to be 4-star NABERS (larger sites) or
STEPS/SDS (smaller sites) by 2020”. The plan or
guidelines should explain the processes for all relevant
council staff to ensure all upgrades and new builds are
performed with ESD considerations in mind.
This is a key strategic action at reducing emissions and
operating costs from all council facilitates. It is a longterm action in that the benefits will accrue gradually over
the course of the decade. However, the aim should be
that the plan and/or policy is developed over the course
of 2011.
The key to this action is collaboration with staff from Capital Works Planning, the Infrastructure
Unit as a whole, and Asset Services to determine the most effective way to incorporate ESD
principles into facilities management. This should involve a number of facilitated workshops to
determine exactly how council currently carries out capital works projects for buildings. Secondly,
potential buildings standards and ratings tools should be identified so council can decide which fit
best.
Stakeholders

Monitoring and
Review
Indicative Costs

Estimated payback
Indicative
Environmental
(GHG/Water) Benefit
Immediate Next Step

Capital Works Planning; Project Management; Building Maintenance;
Asset Services, Environmental Programs; other staff from the
Infrastructure Unit
Improved facilities ratings. Ratings should eventually be undertaken on
a consistent basis to be able to track success.
This could be done internally for little or no cost however it may be
valuable to engage an external facilitator. A neutral facilitator can ensure
workshops flow smoothly, everyone participates and that difficult
decisions are made. The key benefit is that they can set aside their
personal opinions and stand apart from the outcome of the workshop,
making their contribution by guiding the process. Indicative cost for
external expertise and/or facilitation would be $10,000-$20,000
depending on level of support required.
Hard to quantify but there will be energy and water cost savings if the
ratings of building stock increase.
Hard to quantify but there will be greenhouse gas and water reductions
if the ratings of building stock increase.
•

•

Establish sub-committee with relevant stakeholders to determine:
o What are council’s current processes?
o Where do we want to be?
o How do we go about it?
Investigate how other councils have gone about systematically
integrating sustainability/ESD principles into facilities management
(Bayside City Council and City of Boroondara offer good examples).
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7. Sustainable Water Use Policy for Playing Fields and Greenfield sites
There have been many improvements in the management of water use for council assets. It is
recognised that much of the water savings has been the result of state government policies such
as water restrictions and the “Target 155” campaign. Council has been pro-active in promoting
these campaigns and aligning them with the Mitchell Shire Sustainable Water Plan, which
outlines how council has achieved previous water reduction targets.
This action involves cementing the conventions of water
conservation techniques and “best-fit” water use that are
currently being used at specific sites into council policy.
For example, in Wallan, the installation of purple pipes
(Class A recycled water) for the delivery of fit for purpose
water will be investigated as an alternative to potable
water use.

For some locations it is cost-prohibitive or simply not practical for recycled water to be used, such
as at Wandong where there is no water treatment plant nearby. So a policy mandating the use
treated water is unlikely to be successful or reasonable.
A more achievable policy is that fit-for-purpose water is investigated for every new and existing
playing field and development.
Stakeholders

Monitoring and
Review
Indicative Costs
Estimated payback
Indicative
Environmental
(GHG/Water) Benefit
Immediate Next Step

Parks and Open Space Development; Recreation and Leisure
Department; Open Space Development; Environmental Programs;
Parks and Amenities; Asset Services;
Part of the data management framework. Monitoring water use and
savings.
None
Can be quantified when water data is available on a site-by-site basis.
Substantial water savings. Requires breakdown of water per site to
determine exact benefit.
Research current policy and confirm current situation with specific
playing fields and developments that are already using “fit-for-purpose”
water.
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8. New Urban Design Principles
This action essentially involves an amendment to the local planning scheme to ensure a high
level of Ecologically Sustainable Design (ESD) is incorporated into all future urban development.
Some local governments (for example, Moreland City Council,) have developed ESD policy within
local planning schemes (currently with the Minister for approval) and Mitchell has an opportunity
to position itself as a leadership council by implementing similar action.
There are a few ways councils have chosen to go about his. One is to have an overarching ESD
policy within the Planning Scheme. Another is to have individual ESD policies in individual
structure plan.
At Mitchell, new guiding principles that incorporate ESD will be developed in conjunction with the
relevant stakeholders or units to ensure they are adopted.
Stakeholders
Monitoring and
Review
Indicative Costs
Estimated payback
Indicative
Environmental
(GHG/Water) Benefit
Immediate Next Step

Strategic Planning; Statutory Planning; Other staff or units that deal with
urban design or activity centres.
Once this has been adopted the measure of success is around
determining the impact on future developments.
None.
Not applicable.
Potentially very large community emissions reductions and water
savings.
•
•
•

Investigate where the process is up to and determine any barriers to
it not being implemented
Review the proposed changes (if required)
Work with relevant stakeholders to put to council for adoption.
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9. Incorporate Sustainability Considerations in any Capital Works plan
Having sustainability or ESD criteria for all new Capital Works projects will lead to integrating
sustainability throughout more council processes, promote ESD and energy and water efficiency
throughout the organisation and reduce council’s future carbon liability. It provides council the
opportunity to demonstrate leadership within the Shire and also as a leading council in the state.
Embedding sustainability into Capital Works plans could be carried out by including a mandatory
section on environmental impact considerations and solutions when staff or units develop their
Capital Works bids. This would mean that “sustainability” (especially greenhouse gas emissions
and water use) would become one of the assessment criteria.
An alternative is for the Environment team to work with each unit on their Capital Works bids to
attempt to incorporate ESD into every proposed scope of works. For example, when it’s time to
extend a sports pavilion and staff from Engineering and Infrastructure scope out the proposed
works, a member of the Environment team could be involved in site visits and the scoping. Or the
Environment team could work with staff developing parks and gardens capital works bids to
suggest incorporating Water Sensitive Urban Design (for example, storm water harvesting on
major works).
This method would require additional human resources in the Environmental Programs Unit to
ensure that capital works programs were assessed accurately and in a timely fashion. An
alternate technique could be to allocate 1% of the budget of any capital works projects to
obtaining external advice on the incorporation of ESD in each project. The most effective
methodology can be assessed in conjunction with the key stakeholders within Council.

Stakeholders
Monitoring and
Review
Indicative Costs
Estimated payback
Indicative
Environmental
(GHG/Water) Benefit
Immediate Next Step

Assets Services; Engineering and Infrastructure Unit; Environmental
Programs
ESD is incorporated into Capital Works planning criteria. Review could
involve checking how many projects incorporate ESD at budget time or
how many satisfy ESD criteria.
None.
Can’t be determined, however with energy and water reduction in future
projects there would be individual financial savings.
Can’t be determined, would depend on the individual projects.

Depending on the plan of attack:
• Investigate the Capital Works planning process in each unit.
• Meet with the relevant units (eg, Engineering and Infrastructure) and
find out what they’re planning on putting forward next year.
• Work with other units to incorporate ESD principles.
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10. Widen the scope of the Sustainable Communities Program
The Sustainable Communities program has been very successful and there is a lot of support
within council to continue the good work. This workshop-based education program was funded
through the Victorian Sustainability Accord and has been designed to give residents, local
business and organisations the tools and confidence to take the right steps in making their
communities more sustainable.
There is potential to expand the program to other sections of the community – perhaps from the
“converted” to the un-converted or sectors such as small and medium enterprises (SMEs). Note
that commercial or business sectors such as SMEs can be challenging as other local and state
programs have found out. It is worth investigating programs such as Grow Me The Money
(http://www.growmethemoney.com.au/) and Carbon Down’s small business information
(http://www.carbondown.com.au/carbon-jungle-registration.php) to learn from their successes and
challenges. There is a wealth of other information around (such as Sustainability Victoria’s
ResourceSmart Business and Agribusiness resources from the Department of Primary Industries)
so council doesn’t have to reinvent the wheel.
If council decides to work with broader
community groups, then linking into
existing programs can save time and
energy. For example, local business
networks or community groups offer an
existing group of people of entities to
target. Another key is to learn from the
programs of other councils (as happened
with the initial Sustainable Communities
program) such as the Manningham and
Nillumbik Council’s Solar Hot Water Bulk
Purchase program.
Note that council is considering applying for round five of the Victorian Sustainability Accord
funding to extend and redevelop the Community Sustainability program, in conjunction with
neighbouring councils.
Stakeholders
Monitoring and
Review

Indicative Costs

Estimated payback
Indicative
Environmental
(GHG/Water) Benefit
Immediate Next Step

Environmental Programs, Relevant internal staff such as the Economic
Development Unit and Community Services Unit.
Depending on the expansion of the program, indicators such as number
of people, number of households, number of businesses, number of
reported actions, number of quantifiable actions. This depends on the
how the program is set up.
This depends on the extent of the expansion of the program. Through
round 5 of the Sustainability Accord, regional grants of up to $600,000
are available. Council is considering applying for this.
Very difficult to measure with community actions.
Depends on the specific programs. There may or may not be
quantifiable greenhouse and water reductions.
•
•

Depends on Accord funding.
Research other successful programs, revisit “next steps” and target
specific areas.
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11. Feasibility into Alternative Energy Hub
This action involves implementing a small-scale demonstration project to promote the Shire’s
sustainability credentials and to educate the community. This could include a solar, wind or
cogeneration installation. The most likely project is a solar installation at the Wallan Transfer
Station, a site which also has a reuse shop.
While this action will not immediately lead to “big bang for buck” energy or greenhouse savings, it
would be beneficial as an educational device to demonstrate to the community and to internal
council stakeholders what is possible.
Council is seeking funding through round five of the Victorian Sustainability Accord for this
project.
Note that this is a visibility and community education action – it does not satisfy the criteria of
being a big “bang for buck” as it would be costly and lead to relatively small greenhouse savings.
For example, you could spend $500,000 on small-scale solar and save a few dozen tonnes. The
same amount into streetlighting would save thousands of tonnes and dollars.

Stakeholders
Monitoring and
Review
Indicative Costs
Estimated payback

Indicative
Environmental
(GHG/Water) Benefit
Immediate Next Step

Depends on the action chosen, however likely to include Environmental
Programs; Engineering and Infrastructures; Financial Services Unit.
This depends on the project, however number of visitors and
greenhouse gas reductions could be clear indicators of success.
Depends on the project. Up to $45,000 is available through the Victorian
Sustainability Accord.
Depends on the project chosen. Will be less than actions such as
streetlighting or facilities, so a strong community education component
should be included.
Depends on the project chosen.

Determine final project idea and meet with relevant stakeholders.
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12. Development and implementation of Ecobuy principles in Council
operations.
Mitchell Shire has been a part of Ecobuy for a decade. ECO-Buy works with Victorian local
government to encourage the purchasing of green products. Green purchasing is an ideal way for
Mitchell to demonstrate to the community that Council is taking positive steps to create a more
sustainable future by choosing to buy products that are less damaging to our environment and
human health.
The basic principles of Ecobuy have been included in the Shire’s Procurement Policy; however,
these practices have not successfully been embedded in day to day procurement and contract
management activities.
To overcome uncertainty amongst staff, a set of procedures needs to be developed to guide staff
through the expectation of the sustainable procurement principles. Green procurement targets
should also be set as a part of these procedures to allow the critical review of the program.
Every product consumed in the course of Council operations is a source of carbon emissions.
The majority of these emissions would fall into the category of Scope Three, being emissions
occurring outside operational boundaries, and are therefore difficult to track and measure.
Sustainable procurement is an effective way to have an impact on these emissions as well as
encouraging the development of sustainable businesses, responsibly directing the rate payer’s
dollar.
Stakeholders
Monitoring and
Review
Indicative Costs
Estimated payback
Indicative
Environmental
(GHG/Water) Benefit
Immediate Next Step

Environmental Programs; Engineering and Infrastructures; Financial
Services Unit.
Tracking and reporting through Ecobuy programs. Inclusion of tracking
capability within Finance One. Setting of procurement targets.
The procedures would be developed in house. Ecobuy membership is
already budgeted in the Waste Management budget.
Cannot be determined
This benefit is difficult to quantify.

Commence the development of procedures and set green procurement
targets.
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13. Additional focus areas: Fleet and Waste
The Priority Actions listed in this document are those that offer Mitchell Shire Council the largest
potential reductions in carbon emissions and return on investment.
Other key areas commonly of interest when addressing carbon emissions reduction are fleet and
waste management.
Both fleet and waste have their own dedicated management documents, which also have a
significant focus on the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions and consideration of our natural
environment. They have not been overlooked by this strategy; however, to include additional
actions for these areas of interest is unnecessary.
In order to raise the awareness of the activities that are being undertaken by Mitchell Shire in the
fields of fleet and waste management, an example of actions from the Waste Management
Strategy and the Vehicle Use Procedure which are relevant to this document are included below:
Waste:
This extract taken from the Executive Summary of the Mitchell Shire Council Waste Management
Strategy Update 2010 -2015.
Major initiatives which are required to be undertaken in the period 2010 – 2015 to achieve the
State, Region’s and Council’s waste management objectives are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Employment of a full time waste education officer in 2011. (Reference: Education page
42) as waste education is seen as a key ingredient for achieving sustainable waste
reduction.
The extension of the kerbside collection areas to 95% shire coverage and then
considering the closure of Tallarook Transfer Station. (Reference: Collection areas need
to be extended page 61)
Improving the resale facility at the Wallan Transfer Station, in conjunction with Goulburn
Access Training Enterprise (GATE). (Reference: Increasing recycling / resale at Transfer
Stations including employment of disabled page 63)
Upgrading the Broadford and Pyalong Transfer Stations to comply with Sustainability
Victoria (SV) best practice guidelines. (Reference: Waste Transfer Stations and Resource
Recovery Centres page 37)
Consult the community on a bin based green waste collection for major towns,
commencing with Beveridge and moving north. In conjunction with this project review the
options for organics processing opportunities both locally, in Shepparton and south of
Beveridge with Resource GV and linking in with the Metropolitan Waste Management
Group (MWMG) Victorian Advanced Resource Recovery Initiative (VARRI) project.
(Reference: Greenwaste collections page 62)
Investigate user pays hard waste collection for major towns in the Shire. (Reference:
Hardwaste collection page 61)
Undertake a Litter Strategy by 2012, including a review of all litter bin collections and
public place recycling. A first stage of this project to be a review of parks litter bins to be
completed by December 2010. (Reference: Litter page 44)

This strategy update has a focus on environmental sustainability, linking very strongly to Council’s
Business Plan / Corporate Plan, the Environmental Strategy, other Council strategies and other
regional and State strategies.

Fleet:
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The following is an excerpt from Mitchell Shire Council’s Vehicle Use Procedure:
•
•

Council is committed to reducing Greenhouse gas emissions. Selection of vehicles will be
based on employee agreement or equivalent and ensuring that where possible,
alternative fuel options are explored.
All vehicles purchased must have a greenhouse rating of five (5) or more as per the
green guide at http://www.greenvehicleguide.gov.au/ (maximum score is 10) and an
overall star rating of greater than three (maximum score is 5).
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Monitoring and Review
Each high priority action has its own Monitoring and Review framework, however council will set
up an internal taskforce to monitor the overall implementation of the Sustainable Resource
Management Strategy.
See Appendices 2, “Mitchell Shire Sustainable Taskforce Draft Terms of Reference” for more
information.
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Medium Priority Actions
Other actions are considered low-medium priority projects. These are actions that were discussed
and prioritised at the workshop on 8th October 2010 as well as actions consolidated from the
Greenhouse Gas Reduction Strategy (2005), Energy and Emissions Data Management Project
(2010) and Sustainable Water Use Plan (2005).
These Medium Priority Actions are retained for future consideration in reviews of this document.
They are not proposed as current action items or for inclusion in budgetary considerations and
are therefore, not allocated any timeframe. For current action items for budgetary consideration,
please refer to High Priority Actions (1-3 Year Actions from July 2011), pages 18 - 33
These actions are located in Appendices 1, “Medium Priority Actions”
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Medium Priority Actions
The following actions are considered low-medium priority or “3-7 year” projects. These are
actions discussed and prioritised from the workshop on 8th October 2010 as well as consolidated
actions from the Greenhouse Gas Reduction Strategy (2005), Energy and Emissions Data
Management Project (2010) and Sustainable Water Use Plan (2005).

Corporate Greenhouse Reduction
Buildings
Action
Investigate the use e-crete in future works

Continue to implement recommendations contained within the AGL
energy audit report. This includes replacing existing lights with
energy efficient alternatives, installing timing devices and sensors on
air conditioning/heating units and lighting.

Responsibility
Environmental program
coordinator / assets &
building
Environmental program
coordinator / assets &
building

Investigate entering into an energy performance contract (EPC) in
order to retrofit Council buildings that are the major contributors of
greenhouse emissions. An EPC would provide Council with a low
risk way to implement energy efficiency improvements that pay for
themselves. The contractor guarantees both the performance of
equipment and energy savings.
Investigate possibility of installing window louvers/coverings for
windows within Council offices that currently absorb/lose
considerable heat. E.g. upstairs in civic centre.
Purchase pool blankets for leisure centres to reduce evaporation and
heat loss.

Senior management
group

Investigate the potential of purchasing green power for portion of
energy consumed.

Senior Management
Group

Seek out pilot project opportunities for energy saving projects to be
trialed and investigate suitability/feasibility of new energy saving
technologies/initiatives as they are developed.
Amendments to term of reference emphasising energy efficiency and
monitoring requirements
Investigate a cash back/rebate program for the installation of energy
saving devices and utilisation of services.
Comprehensive audit of lighting/heating/cooling within Council
buildings to determine operational performance – (such as the
number of lights left on at night, heating/cooling level
appropriateness), and to assess opportunities for maintenance,
removal or technology upgrades.
Regularly report operational performance of buildings – (data
obtained through utility tracker) to monitor energy use and
expenditure
Ongoing staff education and awareness program – support and

Environmental program
coordinator / all
managers
Recreation &
leisure manager
Environmental Program
Coordinator
Recreation & leisure
manager / building
services manager

Assets & buildings
Maintenance officer
Leisure Centre Manager

Finance Manager

Environmental
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expand the ‘easy being green’ program, implementing initiatives as
developed
Develop Council procurement policies that specify minimum energy
efficiency standards in all purchasing and bid specifications for office
equipment, lighting, appliances, etc. and Incorporate into ECO-Buy
policy.
Continue to participate in the local government Eco Buy alliance to
procure goods and services that reduce Council greenhouse gas
emissions
Develop and manage a Revolving Energy Savings Investment Fund.
Money saved through reduced energy use will be channelled
towards implementation of future reduction actions.
Reporting on data analysis - performance analysis. Motivating
behaviour change and informing infrastructure development
Audit and assessment documentation
Expectations of Section 86 Committees of management - current and
future. Responsibility for utility accounts moved back to Council so
information can be captured in integrated system.
Energy consumption data must be able to be reported via Finance
data system to display consumption of fuel type per facility. Reports
generated at least quarterly

Interval metering to be installed at our three largest facilities Seymour Sports and Aquatic Centre, Kilmore Leisure Centre and the
Civic Centre/Broadford Office.
Inclusion of Section 86 Committee of Management in data tracking
system

Program coordinator /
easy being green team
Governance & executive
services coordinator /
Works coordinator
All staff

Finance Manager

Sustainability Officer /
Unit Managers / Leisure
and Wellbeing Manager
Projects Manager
Leisure and Wellbeing
Manager
Financial
Coordinator
Sustainability
Leisure and
Manager
Leisure and
Manager
/
Manager
Leisure and
Manager

Services
/
Officer /
Wellbeing
Wellbeing
Projects
Wellbeing

Lighting
Action
Develop a public lighting policy including: a service level agreement
with provider and a commitment to invest in energy efficient globe
technology
Comprehensive survey to be carried out on the location/type/number
of all streetlights within municipality. Audit to also include an
assessment of operational performance - (such as the number of
lights on during the day, lighting level appropriateness), and to
assess opportunities for maintenance, removal or technology
Implement programs to systematically upgrade existing lamps and
luminaires with lower wattage technology and to improve switching
devices.
Investigate solar powered street lighting especially for low density
rural residential areas.
Investigate the potential of purchasing green power for portion of
energy consumed
Continual investigation of new sustainable lighting initiatives

Full services to be documented and accounted for to aid roll out of
alternative energy efficiency measures. Consumption data to be
captured via utility accounts through Finance One.

Responsibility
Asset Manager

Asset Manager

Asset Manager

Asset manager /
environmental
program coordinator
Asset Manager
Environmental program
coordinator / Asset
manager
Senior Design Engineer /
Sustainability Officer
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Accounts Payable staff to capture consumption information via
Finance data system from utility accounts.
Design Engineer to conduct investigation and roll out retrofitting of
existing public lighting and/or replacement with new technology, such
as PV or LED in accordance with policy changes.

Accounts Payable staff
Senior Design Engineer /
Sustainability Officer /
General
Manager
Engineering
and
Infrastructure

Vehicle Fleet
Action
Investigate the use of Skype and other technologies to cut the trips to
Melbourne and other locations
Establish subsidies for public transport use and negotiate flexibility
with start times to coincide with transport timetables for staff utilising
the offer.
Establish and maintain a staff car pooling program
Investigate the feasibility of establishing a staff shuttle service to
transport employees to and from work.
Purchase a bicycle to be used by staff in moving between Council
buildings (e.g. depot to civic centre).
Establish vehicle purchasing/leasing policies which favour the most
fuel efficient vehicles for the task intended. (e.g. use of electric or
hybrid vehicles)
Maintain the fuel efficiency of fleet and plant equipment through
ongoing vehicle inspections, maintenance and driver education.
Work with contractors to ensure their performance requirements
include efficient use of vehicles and plant
Investigate opportunities to upgrade to more efficient technologies as
they emerge or to technology that uses environmentally beneficial
fuels.
Implement a tree planting program on shire land to offset emissions
generated from Council vehicles and other operations
Commit to the annual membership of tree planting programs for all
Council vehicles (Greenfleet), to reduce the greenhouse impact of
vehicle use whilst Councils tree planting program is in development.
Metering at the bowser for bulk fuel consumption.

Metering of ‘back of ute’ tanks servicing more than one vehicle. Data
logger systems.

GPS data management, GPS tracking of vehicles, route
management. Route analysis, speed limitation.
Vehicle tyre pressure checked and maintained weekly
Implementation of audit results in fleet management. Developing
policy for plant fleet based on consumption – more like car fleet
GPS data management, GPS tracking of vehicles, route

Responsibility
HR Manager /
Environmental Program
Coordinator
HR Manager

Environmental Program
Coordinator
Environmental Program
Coordinator
Environmental Program
Coordinator
Governance & executive
services coordinator /
Works Manger
Governance & executive
services coordinator /
Works Manager
Works Manager
Governance & executive
services coordinator /
Works Manger
Environmental Program
Coordinator
Environmental Program
Coordinator
Accounting
Services
Officer / Asset Services
Manager / IT Manager /
Works Manager
Accounting
Services
Officer / Asset Services
Manager / IT Manager /
Works Manager
Accounting
Services
Officer / Asset Services
Manager
All staff
Accounting
Services
Officer / Asset Services
Manager
Accounting
Services
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management. Route analysis, speed limitation.
Plant fleet data capture - based on plant number, individual
consumption figures - more like car fleet.
Empower staff to identify efficiencies and gains available within daily
routines and offer incentives and options so that individuals can
make a difference.

All staff/fleet users will be involved in implementation of technology
change and acknowledgement of procedure adjustments.
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Officer / Asset Services
Manager
Accounting
Services
Officer / Asset Services
Manager
Sustainable Communities
Coordinator
/
Sustainability Officer /
Environmental Programs
Manager and officers
All Staff

Water
Action
Continual maintenance and replacement of existing pumps as
required to ensure efficient operation.
Continual investigation into feasibility of new technologies (such as
solar operation of pumps and micro hydro systems) as they become
available.
Ensure energy efficient models/parts are used with replacements
and new facilities.

Responsibility
Asset Manager
Asset Manager

Asset Manager

Waste
Action
Ongoing staff education and awareness program – Implement easy
being green initiatives as developed such as the electronic provision
of Council documents, agendas etc.
Become a member of the Eco Recycle waste wise business program
Investigate methods to improve waste separation/collection from all
Council premises to facilitate recycling.
Ongoing auditing of waste generation at Council premises to monitor
progress and explore further opportunities.
Provide for composting facilities within Council operations, around
kitchens, and composting of landscaping debris for reuse within
Council and Council community groups, e.g worm farms can save
around 1 tonne of CO2 emissions per year per farm.
Continue to participate in the local government Eco Buy alliance to
purchase products with less packaging in order to reduce Council
waste.
Reporting on revegetation programs on grounds managed by the
Waste department
GHG Capture
Review of strategy and implementation
Handheld data recorders with receipt generating facility for Transfer
Stations
Landfill records to interface directly with finance package

Responsibility
Environmental program
coordinator / waste
management officer /
communications officer
Waste Management
Officer
Waste Management
Officer
Waste Management
Officer
Waste Management
Officer

All staff

Waste
Management
Coordinator
Waste
Management
Coordinator
Waste
Management
Coordinator
Waste
Management
Coordinator / IT Manager
Waste
Management
Coordinator / Financial
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Services Coordinator

Other
Action
Utility providers to provide billing and carbon emissions data in
usable electronic format.

Changing supplier relationship. Strategic purchasing.

Use of Finance One software to capture information.

Adaptation of Finance One to capture utility data. Investigation of
alternative software systems to find if Finance One is the best
method of data capture for Mitchell

Accounts Payable staff - additional data capture from utility accounts
according to new procedure.
Account Services Officer - Capturing fuel consumption data across
fleet, bulk fuel and plant fleet in accordance with new procedures.
Report and interpret captured data
Auditing of reforested or managed areas for additional abatement
program.

Education and training of resources to ensure completion of process.

Think tank/group - the green team. Feedback mechanism.

Development of policy for additional abatement through revegetation
roadside management and reserves.

Influencing purchasing decisions - weighting system. Tendering of
contracts - evidence of efficiency. Inclusion of GPS data.

Responsibility
General
Manager
Engineering
and
Infrastructure / Asset
Services
Manager
/
Financial
Services
Coordinator
General
Manager
Engineering
and
Infrastructure / Asset
Services Manager
Financial
Services
Coordinator /Accounting
Services Officer
Accounting
Services
Officer
/
Financial
Services Coordinator /
Asset Services Manager /
Sustainability Officer
Accounts Payable staff /
Financial
Services
Coordinator
Accounting
Services
Officer
/
Accounts
Services Officer
Sustainability Officer
Sustainability Officer /
Environmental Programs
Coordinator
/
Asset
Services Manager
Sustainable Communities
Coordinator
/
Sustainability Officer /
Environmental Programs
Coordinator
/
Senior
Environment Officer
Sustainable Communities
Coordinator
/
Sustainability Officer
General
Manager
Planning
and
Environment
/
Sustainability Officer /
Senior
Environment
Officer / Environmental
Programs Coordinator
Influencing
purchasing
decisions - weighting
system. Tendering of
contracts - evidence of
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Community Greenhouse Reduction
Agriculture
Action
Promotion of existing programs that encourage/support reduction of
greenhouse gas emissions from agricultural properties, such as the
‘landcare greenhouse challenge’ and ‘sustainable commercial
forestry).
Investigate the provision of rate rebates for landholders whose
properties are under a conservation covenant. Continuation of the
Land Management Rebate program,

Responsibility
Environmental Programs
Coordinator

Environmental Programs
Coordinator

Residential
Action
Implement the ‘Sustainable Subdivision Guidelines’ once their
development is completed.
Train staff to assess applications for planning permits within the
context of energy efficiency
Provide practical information to the public on energy and greenhouse
issues, through Council’s major community events and media
activities , such as the ‘Seymour Alternative Farming Expo’
Provide educational resources to new and existing homeowners and
those that seek to build in the municipality.
Work with community organisations such as local environmental
groups, schools, and sporting or cultural societies, to provide
targeted information.
Run events that involve community members in practical greenhouse
abatement activities, such as tree planting, field trips, land
management and household 5 star energy programs.
Develop a residential tree planting program to encourage shading of
buildings where appropriate and maximise future carbon sinks.
Investigate the provision of subsidies for energy efficient services
and products utilised for private dwellings.
Investigate programs such as showerheads changeovers
Putting aside areas for abatement in developments.

Behaviour change - motivation - cultural change, lasting embedded
change.

Consideration of (bulk) green power purchase

Development of in house offset program.

Responsibility
Planning & development
manager
Planning & development
manager
Environmental programs
coordinator
Environmental programs
coordinator
Environmental programs
coordinator
Environmental programs
coordinator / building
services manager
Environmental programs
coordinator
Environmental programs
coordinator
Environmental programs
coordinator
General
Manager
Planning
and
Environment / Strategic
Planning
Sustainable Communities
Coordinator
/
Unit
Managers / the Green
Team
General
Manager
Engineering
and
Infrastructure / Asset
Services Manager
General
Manager
Planning
and
Environment
/
Sustainability Officer /
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Senior
Environment
Officer / Environmental
Programs Coordinator

Commercial and Industrial
Action
Through Council planning processes, provide guidelines for
companies to adopt sound environmental principles when
establishing their business in the municipality.
Develop landscaping guidelines for industrial and commercial
developments to encourage shading of buildings and maximise
future carbon sinks.
Promote existing Commonwealth and State greenhouse reduction
programs and regulations, e.g ‘the greenhouse challenge’, ‘Green
Streets” and Waste wise businesse

Investigate and promote the provision of subsidies for energy
efficiency services and products for local businesses
Acknowledge local industries and businesses that undertake
successful energy programs, through Council’s media links and
publications.
Reward ‘greenhouse friendly’ businesses in business week award
program.

Responsibility
Planning & development
manager / business
services coordinator
Environmental Programs
coordinator/ statutory
planning coordinator
Environmental Programs
coordinator / business
services coordinator /
waste management
officer
Environmental programs
coordinator / business
services coordinator
Environmental programs
coordinator / business
services coordinator
Environmental programs
coordinator / business
services coordinator

Transport
Action
Investigate strategies to encourage alternative transport methods.

Support the development of the walking school bus program

Maintain and construct walking/cycling trails as identified in the
Recreation and Open Space Strategy, and the Rail Trails
development plan. And investigate options of expanding
bicycle/walking infrastructure, improving the links between open
space.
Promote current bicycle and pedestrian routes – development of a
local bicycle and walking map.

In accordance with the recreation and open space strategy and
economic development strategy, investigate options to extend and
improve the intra shire public transport network.
Ensure the provision of public transport options in new developments
and pedestrian infrastructure around new community hubs.
Provide bike lock up facilities at public transport hubs.
Investigate option of providing a shuttle service connecting people

Responsibility
Environmental programs
coordinator / community
development coordinator
Environmental programs
coordinator / community
development coordinator
Recreation & leisure
manager /works manager

Recreation & leisure
manager / tourism
business officer /
Community development
officer
Recreation & leisure
manager / business
services coordinator
Planning & development
manager
Assets Manager
Business services
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coordinator / community
Development facilitator

Waste
Action
Investigate the potential for grouped kerbside collection (eg, bins to
be assembled in the one place)
Establish a waste reduction awareness program within the
community and businesses targeting sectors such as food waste
(including restaurants, food outlets).
Create partnerships with schools, businesses, universities, clubs and
societies to develop effective waste reduction programs
Continued involvement/support and promotion of waste wise
activities, ensuring that public events within the municipality such as
festivals and expos are ‘waste wise’
Create incentives for waste reduction through competitions and
awards – such as business week awards
Develop local waste reduction kits for residents and businesses
In accord with waste minimisation and management strategy
continue to introduce recycling facilities in shopping centres and
sporting venues.
Investigate feasibility of establishing a methane recovery system at
new landfill site
Conduct a comprehensive bin audit - data collection on the nature
and quantities of waste being collected from domestic properties
Investigate the potential for green organics kerbside collection
Investigate the provision of subsidies for composting bins purchased
by residents and commercial properties.

Responsibility
Waste management
officer
Waste management
officer / environmental
health officer
Waste management
officer
Waste management
officer
Waste management
officer / Business
services
Waste management
officer
Waste management
officer
Waste management
officer
Waste management
officer
Waste management
officer
Waste management
officer
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Water Reduction
Council Buildings
Action
Promote water conservation through brochures & signs with water
smart tips to be posted on the Council internet site and locations
where water is used by the public such as Council managed public
toilets, swimming centres, clubrooms etc.
Undertake consultation with and encourage stakeholders in water
use and conservation, the general Community and Council’s
Committee’s of Management to apply for and implement water grants
and projects.
Post an annual update of the implementation of this Plan on the
Council website and maintain up to date information on water
conservation & grants available to Council and Community.
Produce signage for the community where water saving initiatives
have been implemented explaining the specific water saving projects
(eg. at sport ovals that use recycled water) as water saving projects
are implemented.
Ensure Council supports and promotes water saving initiatives and
grant programs, such as those offered by local water authorities, to
the general public and local businesses.
Continue to implement a Council Drought Response Committee with
representatives from relevant internal departments to ensure that
Council complies with water restrictions and prepares for the
possibility of further restrictions. This will be undertaken in an as
needs basis.
Retrofit Council’s leisure centres with water savings devices in
showers and sinks.
Identify all new and existing buildings / facilities in the Council Plan
2006-10 that can be fitted with water saving devices and rainwater
tanks for gardenwater & toilet flushing. Set up a process for this to
occur each year.
Develop guidelines on water efficient garden practices for all Council
owned and leased properties with gardens.
Implement a policy for all new & refurbished Council buildings to
have water saving devices.
Retrofit identified public toilets with dual flush toilets and investigate
opportunities to install waterless urinals
As old whitegoods are retired, replace them with AAA+ (or
equivalent) rated appliances in all Council facilities
Review washdown practices at Council depots and investigate
infrastructure improvements to improve water efficiency.
Implement water efficient practices for watering in parks through staff
education, provision of infrastructure and rosters for watering.

Responsibility
Environmental Programs
/ Recreation & Leisure /
Assets
Recreation & Leisure /
Environmental Programs

Environmental Programs
/ Communications
Environmental Programs
/ Recreation & Leisure

Environmental Programs

Community Services

Recreation & Leisure
Building Services
Manager / Assets &
Building Maintenance
Officer / Environmental
Programs
Environmental Programs
/ Parks & Gardens
Environmental Programs
Assets
All
Environmental Programs
/ Works
Parks & Gardens

Standpipes
Action

Responsibility

Works supervisors to log and monitor potable standpipe water

Works
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consumption.
Investigate further opportunities to use alternative water sources for
Works rather than using standpipe potable water.

Works

Open Spaces / Parks
Action
Investigate reason for water consumption discrepancies of open
space / park sector.
Audit irrigation systems, make and undertake recommendations to
reduce water consumption.
Provide all new garden beds with mulch to minimise water use.

Responsibility
Parks & Gardens
Environmental Programs
/ Parks & Gardens
Parks & Gardens

Leakage Management
Action
Conduct regular inspections of facility pipes and infrastructure for
leaks that are to be repaired ASAP should they be deemed
necessary.

Responsibility
Engineering / Works

Playing Fields
Action
Audit current irrigation systems & practices.
Replace deteriorating grasses with drought tolerant grass for parks /
gardens / sporting ovals through funding initiatives.
Investigate options for recycled water to supply five of the highest
water using sports ovals.
• Chittick Park
• Harley Hammond Reserve
• Tallarook Recreation Reserve
• J.J.Clancy Reserve
• Greenhill Reserve
Council to provide information and encourage Committee’s of
Management to follow effective watering regimes.
Investigate opportunities to install fully automatic sprinkler systems
for selected Playing Fields.

Responsibility
Recreation & Leisure /
Parks & Gardens
Recreation & Leisure /
Parks & Gardens
Environmental Programs
/ Parks & Gardens /
Recreation & Leisure

Recreation & Leisure /
Parks & Gardens /
Environmental Programs
Recreation & Leisure /
Parks & Gardens /
Environmental Programs

Swimming Pools
Action
Investigate opportunities to install covers to reduce evaporation in
pools.
Investigate the feasibility of treating and reusing backwash water for
pool top up and other purposes including irrigation or toilet flushing

Responsibility
Recreation / Leisure
Recreation / Leisure

Strategic and Other
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Action
Update the Municipal Strategic Statement (MSS) to incorporate
water savings provisions
Investigate communal collection of water in the community

Responsibility
Environmental Programs
/ Statutory Planning
Environmental Programs
Coordinator
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Actions Removed
The following actions were in the Greenhouse Gas Reduction Strategy (2005), Energy and
Emissions Data Management Plan (2010) or Sustainable Water Use Plan (2005) but have been
removed from the Sustainable Resource Management Strategy. Most have been superseded
which means that have been incorporated into the high priority actions.

Building Actions (Corporate)
Develop and implement a building maintenance policy for Council
buildings that specifies the energy efficiency standards- (in
development) (Greenhouse Gas Reduction Strategy)

Reason
Superseded

Conduct audit of buildings using Councils 5 star energy rating
software, then undertake relevant actions to ensure buildings at a
minimum are 4 star rated with the aim of ensuring compliance with 5
star requirements. (Greenhouse Gas Reduction Strategy)

Superseded

Amendments to term of reference emphasising energy efficiency and
monitoring requirements (Greenhouse Gas Reduction Strategy)
Policy statement for design standards - Environmentally Sustainable
Design. Retrofitting. Management, maintenance and removal of old
facilities and/or asset disposal. Heritage building considerations.
(Energy and Emissions Data Management Plan)

Superseded

Lighting Actions (Corporate)
Work with developers to trial new lamp technologies and monitor
energy consumption, maintenance and operational life. (Greenhouse
Gas Reduction Strategy)
Council to consider the staged introduction of T5 - integration of
carbon emissions consideration to each individual installation. Review
of public lighting policy. Use of photovoltaic and LED (Light emitting
diode). (Energy and Emissions Data Management Plan)
Assess monopoly of service providers and availability of public lighting
alternatives with energy efficiency in mind. (Energy and Emissions
Data Management Plan)

Reason
Superseded

Waste (Corporate)
Further separation of waste types (Energy and Emissions Data
Management Plan)

Reason
Superseded

Other (Corporate)
Installation and use of an electronic energy management system such
as ‘Utility tracker’ to record all billing data in order to log energy usage,
and develop reports on the greenhouse performance of Council
facilities and services. (Greenhouse Gas Reduction Strategy)
Review of strategy and implementation (Energy and Emissions Data
Management Plan)
Reporting to be collated and interpreted from other units and put
forward to Council, SMG, CMG and community. (Energy and
Emissions Data Management Plan)

Reason
Superseded

Superseded

Superseded

Superseded

Superseded
Superseded
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Urban design with carbon abatement in mind (Energy and Emissions
Data Management Plan)

Superseded

Agriculture (Community)
Work with CCP™ Rural Victoria Initiative in developing initiatives, and
continually explore opportunities available for reducing emissions.
(Greenhouse Gas Reduction Strategy)

Reason
CCP™ Rural Victoria
finished

Residential (Community)
Fostering behaviour change through leadership and example. Regular
information available to public of actions. (Energy and Emissions
Data Management Plan)
Recommendations towards integrating changes into the state section
of planning scheme as identified (Energy and Emissions Data
Management Plan)

Reason
Superseded

Superseded
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Mitchell Shire Sustainability Taskforce
Introduction:
Mitchell Shire Council’s Sustainability Officer is charged with the responsibility
of establishing and co-ordinating the Mitchell Sustainability Taskforce to assist
in the monitoring and review of the Mitchell’s Sustainable Resource
Management Strategy.
The Mitchell Shire Sustainability Taskforce (MSST) will be initiated with the
adoption of the Sustainable Resource Management Strategy by Council. The
goal of the taskforce is to oversee the implementation of the Strategy and
increase sustainable resource use across the organisation.
The MSST is intended to be a voluntary internal group focusing on energy,
water, waste, transport, biodiversity and green purchasing. Volunteers will be
called for from across Council, with representatives required from each unit. If
volunteers are not available from each unit, Senior Managers will be required
to nominate their units representative.
The scope of the group is basically outlined below, however, these would be
reviewed and refined by the group upon it formation.

Mission Statement:
• To fulfil Mitchell Shire’s objectives and obligations regarding
sustainable resource management.
• To improve the sustainable use of resources and resource recovery
through the provision and maintenance of user-friendly infrastructure
and systems.
Vision Statement:
• To achieve a healthy and sustainable council;
• To reduce Mitchell Shire’s ecological footprint;
• To raise the profile and benefits of the most appropriate resource use
strategies – Avoid, Reduce, Reuse, Recycle.
Strategic Plan:
• To monitor, evaluate and review the Sustainable Resource
Management Strategy
• To monitor, evaluate and feedback on council’s performance in
meeting its targets;
• To engage with all sectors of council to achieve the vision of the
Mitchell Shire Sustainability Taskforce;
• To take a lead role in developing and implementing internal systems
and processes to improve council’s environmental performance.
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Terms of Reference
Name

Mitchell Shire Sustainability Taskforce

Classification

Voluntary participation for monitoring and review of
Mitchell Shire Sustainable Resource Management
Strategy.

Scope

To increase the sustainability of Council’s internal
processes through the Sustainable Resource
Management Strategy and engage, educate and
inform Council staff on sustainability issues

Membership

Representatives from relevant units.
Meetings chaired by Sustainability Officer

Current or anticipated Attendance at meetings every quarter. Assistance
role of staff member
with activities as required
Meeting frequency

Timeline
involvement

The taskforce will meet every quarter initially. The
taskforce will determine frequency of meetings once
well established.
for Meetings will last for one hour and be conducted
within work hours.

Accountability

Relevant manager depending on action or activity.

Reporting requirement

Relevant manager depending on action or activity.

Any other
information

References

relevant Taskforce utilises a consensus decision making
process, venue rotates, no resources required for
meetings other than a large meeting room, may
require budget if taskforce delivers workshops or
events
Nil

Contact details

Annemaree Docking, 5734 6371

Approval date

TBC

Next review date

To be reviewed by Planning and Environment in
December 2011.
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